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Part I 
Background of Conflict in the Area of Feminine Role 
The problem of conflict in the feminine role is the result of 
social and cultural changes of the past several decades.    The 
traditional middle and upper class feminine role expectations were 
focused upon marriage and the family and the woman's interests, 
values,  and actions were expected to be channeled in the direction of 
obligation to the family group.    The woman's individual needs and 
interests were expected to be subordinated to the needs and interests 
of her family.    Society left little or no opportunity for the woman 
of the colonial period to play any role other than this one,  so closely 
connected with her biological role of bearing children.    The woman 
who did not marry was forced to choose between becoming a member of a 
relative's family as the stereotyped "maiden aunt" and becoming a 
governess or teacher.    The opportunity for individual achievement in 
this latter role was highly limited. 
A period of rapid social change took place during the first half 
of the twentieth century which greatly affected the traditional 
feminine role.    Elizabeth Nottingham states that "wage earning during 
the  (two world) wars among middle class women changed overnight from a 
rather shameful business to something nearly approaching heroism." 
She points out that "Expectancy of self proficiency in a vocational 
role which is reackoned primarily in terms of individual personal 
success is in broad contrast to the group social criterion by which 
the traditional role of women is evaluated."      Helen Hacker points out 
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that such values are closely related to masculinity and femininity by 
stating,   "Ken's interest in health,  money,   safety,  and sex is  in 
decided contrast to women's interest in attractiveness,  personality, 
home, family,  and other people." 
The phenomenon of feminism,  defined by Lundberg and Farnham as 
"...an emotional drive of women toward social,  political,  and economic 
equality between the sexes and the elimination of the   "double standard' 
in the area of sexual behavior,"^ developed around the turn of the 
century.    This drive was the dramatic sign of a more general dissatis- 
faction with their traditional role among women of the period. 
The family began its change from the old "institutional" type 
family which incorporated in its function every sphere of action,   to 
the less integrated "companionship" type family in which the group 
functioned less as a unit and more in individualized roles. 
The rise of capitalism,   the rise of Protestantism,  the movement 
toward urbanization and industrialization, all of which had considerably 
preceded the turn of the twentieth century,  had profound implications 
for the changing concept of the family in that they led to the institu- 
tionalization of values that were basically disruptive of the traditional 
family system.    These values were essentially those of individual 
achievement and personal freedom.     In the l°th century these ideo- 
logical currents were instrumental in the rise of the American anti- 
slavery movement,  a movement of which the purpose can be seen as an 
expression of the view that a dependent, suppressed status is wrong in 
that it is not congenial to initiative and individualism.    It has been 
suggested that the women's rights movement owes to the anti-slavery 
movement the  impetus to condemn a status system which neither recognizes 
nor rewards individual accomplishments. 
The removal of many legal restrictions on women was a direct 
result of the movement for women's rights. This movement recognized 
that individual achievement was what was rewarded and realized that 
one half of the population had been assigned an unrewarding role and 
the other half was reaping the rewards. Thus, what had been an 
essentially masculine personality ideal was established, or at least 
valued, for both sexes. 
Yet, despite the fulfillment of many of the demands of the 
feminist leaders, despite greater legal equality between the sexes, 
and despite wider social acceptance of the woman who plays a role in 
the traditionally masculine spheres, there is discontent among modern 
women. In a discussion of this problem, Margaret Mead states the 
causes of this unrest to be, "1. The routine, loneliness, and dull- 
ness at home due to modern inventions making more leisure time available 
to women, as well as allowing them to be less dependent upon neighbors 
in playing their traditional roles, and 2. The training and educating 
of women to be persons above women. Education emphasizes less the woman»s 
role as a mother and more her role as an individual in society. "5 
The problem, as it is understood today is one of conflict between 
the traditional feminine role expectations which are still held by 
many in this culture and the modern feminine role expectations wnich 
define women a3 people primarily and which are emphasized for women 
by a smaller segment of the population, particularly within the college 
environment. That this conflict is felt especially by college 
educated women is indicated by many research studies. For the present 
ill 
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purposes the methodological aspects of these particular investigations 
may be ignored.    We are concerned only with showing that investigators 
starting from different conceptual frameworks have  converged in impor- 
tant respects in their conclusions regarding the  problem of the feminine 
role. 
Arnold Rose's study investigating the adequacy of women's expecta- 
tions for adult roles concluded that women college students showed in- 
consistency and a lack of definiteness and realism about their expecta- 
tions for adult roles,  in contrast to men college students."    A study 
by Mirra Komarovsky of women college seniors shows evidence of dis- 
crepancies in cultural expectations for their adult roles.    The woman 
college senior is expected to prepare to be a homeraaker, wife,  and a 
status bearer as well as to prepare herself for a career ~oy academic 
achievement.    Komarovsky feels that most college women attempt to 
resolve this conflict by playing vacillating roles, with inevitable 
uncertainty as the result.'    Paul Wallin,  in a follow up study of 
Komarovsky>s research,  concludes that the problem is less momentous 
at the college age than Komarovsky's report suggests,  but shows that 
a substantial proportion of college women feel called upon on occasion 
to pretend inferiority to men and that many college women are exposed 
to inconsistent parental expectations.8    In another study of sex roles 
Komarovsky reported that "women undergraduates claimed the boy in the 
family was encouraged to emancipate himself from the family group in 
contrast to the girl who was held to a more exacting code of kinship 
obligations"?   while at the aame time being encouraged to achieve in 
the occupational world.    This problem is especially acute for the 
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middle class woman because achievement values are strongest in this 
class.    Academic achievement and preparation for a career is expected 
of women in college,  but the culture expects them to play the tradi- 
tional role of housewife and mother after their graduation.    The 
inconsistency in expectations is obvious. 
The fact that men and women are given unequal opportunities for 
cultural participation (Helen Hacker has described women as a minority 
group analagous to the Negro group, with the same t/pe of discrimina- 
tion accorded to both groups10) is less important than the fact that 
women's roles are inconsistently defined and result in confusion.    It is 
the "marginal woman",   subjected to conflicting cultural expectations and 
torn between rejection and acceptance of traditional roles, who suffers 
most from instability,  anxiety,  and resentment,  according to Hacker. 
The question of biologically determined differences in masculine 
and feminine personalities has long been debated.    The evidence seems 
to point against sex linked traits, values,  attitudes and interests, 
although some schools claim indications to the contrary.    Terman and 
;.!iles state emphatically that "intelligence tests have demonstrated 
the falsity of the once widely held belief that women as a group are 
inferior to men in intellect".12    Margaret toad's anthropological 
studies of primitive societies indicate strongly that masculine and 
feminine roles are not due to biological differences, but rather to 
difference in cultural conditioning.1-3    Psychologists of John B. 
Vfetson's school of Behaviorism have given evidence which they consider 
as support of their position that such differences are due to differ- 
ences in conditioning.    However,  some schools of psychology hold that 
some differences at this level may be attributed more directly to 
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biological-sexual differences.    Freud and his school of psychoanalysis 
contend that many differences in masculine and feminine behavior are 
the result of biologically determined conflicts such as the Oedipus 
Complex,  castration fears, and penis envy.    Karen Horney,   representa- 
tive of the Neo-Freudians,   states that women display "biologically and 
psychologically determined masochism in sexual relations,   child oirth, 
and self sacrifice for family members."^ 
It has  been considered a theoretical possibility that the results 
of such differences in cultural expectations are exemplified not only 
at the level of overt behavior and action,  but at a more basic level 
of implicit value response as well.    Arnold Rose's research at the 
University of ulichigan concerning college students'  expectations for 
their adult roles showed that the men's responses were in terms of their 
own needsj    whereas, women's responses were in terms of what the men 
would do.    Men tended to prefer activities which were sex centered and 
women's activities tended to be group centered. •>   Helen B. Thompson, 
in an investigation in experimental psychology,   concludes that "...the 
ideal of manliness which encourages individuality,  independence in 
thought and action, and readiness to experiment is in contrast to the 
idaal of femininity which breeds a spirit of obedience,   dependence, and 
deference.M16    These traditionally feminine values are in contrast to 
the values which a college environment stresses for women students. 
An educational setting breeds traditionally masculine values of self 
oriented achievement,   independent competition, and individuality 
rather than self denial in the interest of the group,  obedience to 
authority, and dependence.    When it is realized that women college 
students are exposed to both of these conflicting cultural expecta- 
• 
tions it must be expected that confusion and uncertainty in values as 
well as in roles are correlates. 
Part II 
Methodology Used in Study 
This study is an outgrowth of work that was done by a class in 
"Methods of Social Hesearch" at the Woman's College of the University 
of North Carolina.    Their work will be discussed briefly since it con- 
stitutes the basis for our own investigation.    Their research was done 
in the area of the feminine role because of the growing realization of 
the reality and significance of the conflict in role expectations for 
women college students.    Value conflict questions were constructed to 
allow the subjects to choose between alternatives embodying different 
types of value orientations.     In the first part of the questionnaire 
the subjects  chose between "self" orientations and "collectivity" 
orientations by checking what they would do in a group of conflict 
situations.    Sell' orientation Talcott Farsons defines as "an orienta- 
tion on the part of the actor to permit himself to pursue a given goal 
or interest of his own .   .   . without regard to its bearing one way or 
another on the interests of the collectivity of which he is a member".17 
Parsons defines a collectivity orientation as "an orientation on the 
part of the actor to be guided by the obligation to take directly into 
account,   in the given situation,  values which he shares with other 
members of the collectivity in question.     This includes the expectation 
by ego that in the particular choice in question he will subordinate his 
-I  Q 
private interests and will be motivated in super ego terms."   In the 
second part of the questionnaire the subjects chose between instrumental 
and expressional orientations by checking why they would act in one way 
or another in a group of conflict situations. Parsons states that 
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'•problems of instrumental interaction concern relationships with 
alters which ego engages in, not primarily for their own sake, but for 
the sake of goals other than the immediate and direct gratification 
experienced in contact with the object." ° He defines problems of 
expressional interaction as "concerned not with goals beyond the 
immediate action context, but with organized gratification in relation 
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to cathected objects."   It was found that self and instrumental value 
orientations correlated highly with each other as did collectivity and 
expressional value orientations, so "self-instrumental" and "collectivity- 
expressional" were set up as the two main types of value orientations. 
These particular variables were chosen because they seemed most 
relevant to defining the difference between "traditional" feminine and 
"modern" feminine roles. The traditional feminine role expectations 
required the woman to subordinate her own needs to the needs of her 
group and defined her as being somewhat "emotional" and "loving" while 
the modern feminine role expectations require the woman to strive for 
personal achievement and success and requires emotionally disciplined 
behavior. The close relationship to such role expectations to the two 
value orientations set up in this study may, thus, be seen. 
Background questions as well as questions concerning the roles the 
subjects expected to play after college were also asked on the ques- 
tionnaire. 
It was thought that the graduating seniors would be most aware of 
this conflict in role expectations since this group was faced with the 
immediate necessity for making a choice in roles to be played after 
graduation? therefore, the class in Methods of Social Research adminis- 
tered this questionnaire to a random sample of the 1953 senior class. 
One of the chief purposes of this questionnaire was to see whether 
future roles of women could be predicted from a knowledge of their 
value orientations.    The data showed that subjects who had collectivity- 
expressional value orientations as measured by the questionnaire tended 
to want to be mothers and preferred not tc have a career, but if a 
career were necessary,  the majority wanted to be grade school teachers. 
On the other hand,  subjects who had self-instrumental value orientations 
tended to want careers in which they had an opportunity for personal 
achievement and were less dependent upon cathected objects for gratifi- 
cation than the grade school teachers would probably be.    This correla- 
tion between role expectation and value orientation is some indication 
of the questionnaire's validity.    However,  the questionnaire has not 
been standardized in order to determine its validity and for this reason 
the possibility that it is not investigating what it is thought to be 
investigating cannot be ruled out. 
From the group of approximately two hundred students to whom the 
questionnaire was administered, three groups of ten cases each (a total 
of thirty cases) were selected by the director so that the writer's 
research could not be influenced by knowledge of the students• value 
responses on the questionnaire.    These were the cases which were used 
in this study.    One group of ten cases was made up of students whose 
responses showed them to be strongly self and instrumentally oriented. 
A second group of ten cases had responded to the questionnaire with 
extreme collectivity and expressions!, orientations.    The third group 
was composed of cases which had given mixed value responses; that is, 
equal numbers of both self-instrumental and collectivity-expressional 
responses. 
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The question with which this particular study was concerned was 
whether groups of individuals who showed similar value orientations 
would show, as well, a characteristic personality structure. Was there 
anything at the less "conscious" level of personality that could show 
why one value type was chosen over another? There was no formal 
hypothesis about this as the study was one of speculative experimenta- 
tion. There was, however, a particular interest in investigating whether 
the less feminine and more feminine personality types, as measured by 
a "protective" technique, are related to choices of value orientations 
which define "modern" and "traditional" roles. 
It was thought that a projective technique would most adequately 
test the less "conscious" level of personality structure.  (The terms 
"value level" of personality referring to the personality components 
which the questionnaire tested and "more basic l*vel" of personality 
referring to the personality components which the projective technique 
tested are admittedly not wholly satisfactory from an analytical 
standpoint since both components are included in the total personality 
structure. However, the terms are being used in this paper in a 
strictly operational context.) Projective tests are valuable tools 
for the analysis of personality structure because they allow less 
structured and therefore more significant (in revealing unconscious 
motivation) responses to controlled stimuli than do those at a more 
"conscious" level of choice between structured alternative responses. 
The "Draw-A-Person" projective test was selected for the purpose 
of this investigation. Although this test is one designed for use in a 
clinical therapeutic situation, its function is not so specific as to 
render it inapplicable to this type of research situation. 
'■ 
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Karen Machover,  in a discussion of the theoretical considerations 
of the test states that,   "... all creativity bears the stamp of 
conflicts and needs pressing upon the individual who is creating.    The 
body, or the self,   is the most intimate point of reference in any 
activity.    Wide and concentrated experience with drawings of the human 
figure indicates an intimate tie-up between the figure drawn and the 
?1 personality of the individual who is doing the drawing."        liachover 
does not mention any empirical validation of the Draw-A-Person test 
and appears to be unaware of the importance of such validation.    The 
fact that the test is one which is utilized by clinical psychologists 
and has been found valuable in diagnostic situations suggests that it 
is not without validity, but tho results of empirical standardization 
are yet to be investigated. 
The Draw-A-Person tests were taken on plain white paper,  size 
8|" X 11".    A standard #2 pencil with an eraser was used in all cases. 
The directions were the standard ones used for the test in a clinical 
situation,   in which the subject is asked merely to "draw a person". 
Questions which the subject asked as to the type person to draw were 
noted,  but not answered, except to emphasize that the subject had 
complete freedom in drawing any person she wished.    Upon completion of 
this drawing the subject is asked to draw either a male or a female - 
the opposite sex of the first figure the subject draws.    Notes were 
taken on the questions the subject asked, the sex of the figure drawn 
first, erasures,   emotional blocking areas,  and resistances of any type. 
The subject was then asked the following questions about her two 
drawings j 
1.    How old is this person? 
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2. If this person had any three wishes, what would they be? 
3. Which of these two persons would you rather be? 
U.    A.    What are the main faults of this person? 
3.    What are the best qualities of this person? 
5.    Suppose that this person were a high school teacher.    Would 
she  (or he) be more concerned with whether her students 
liked her and responded to her as a person, or would she be 
more concerned with teaching her students what they were 
supposed to learn from her in her classes? 
These five questions were asked each subject about both of her drawings. 
They were included in the projective test despite the fact that they 
allowed specific "conscious" choice rather than projection onto unstruc- 
tured material because they were valuable in determining the sex with 
which the subject identified more easily.    It is recognized, however, 
that the nature of such questions causes this technique to be closer 
to that of the questionnaire than to that of the projective test. 
The thirty Draw-A-Person tests were then scaled on three dimensions, 
They were ranked in relation to each other first on a femininity    scale, 
a continuum which ran from more feminine to less feminine.    The distance 
of the intervals between the cases was not measured quantitatively, 
but the scale of thirty cases was cut arbitrarily into three groups of 
ten cases each.    The "more feminine" subjects were those who most 
nearly approached the modern feminine  (more masculine) personality. 
It was thought that there might be a relationship between a self- 
instrumental value orientation and a low femininity score on the Draw- 
A-Person projective test, and between a collectivity-expressional value 
orientation and a high femininity score on the projective test.    It is 
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believed now, however, that the self-instrumental and collectivity- 
expressional subjects who were tested were so extreme and deviant that 
they probably had personality maladjustments, and less extreme cases 
would probably show this relationship more clearly. The rankings 
were oased on the standard criteria of the sex drawn first (indicative 
of sexual identification), relative size of the figures, which figure 
the subject said she would rather be, and the figure with which the 
subject identified more easily. 
The subjects were then ranked on a security scale. It was 
thought that subjects whose value orientations or projected personality 
structures deviated from the traditional feminine role might show more 
insecurity than those subjects who conformed to the traditional feminine 
role expectations of the culture would show. The ranking of this 
scale was on a continuum from more secure to less 3ecure (the latter 
approaching the insecure end of the continuum). The ranking of the 
security scale was based largely on the size of the figures drawn, the 
presence or absence of props and encasements, indications of conflict 
or guilt feelings, and the stance of the figures. 
A third dimension was then ranked on a social contact scale. This 
scale was a continuum from more social contact to less social contact 
with the subjects scoring low on social contact approaching social 
withdrawal. These tests were ranked using the criteria of the figures" 
placement on the page, full or profile views of the figures, the 
direction in which the figure, if profile, was faced, and the exten- 
sion or withdrawal of the figures' arms and legs to their Codies. 
The question which was asked the subjects about their drawings 
were also considered in scaling the tests although these questions were 
Hi 
not so protective as were the drawings themselves and for this reason 
were not considered so valuable a means of investigating the personality 
structures, 
A clinical report was written for each Draw-A-Person test which 
covered the evidences in the test that accounted for its being ranked 
in each of the three dimensions as it was.    This report was,  as well, 
an opportunity to point out the broad dimensions in which conflict 
occurred although it did not consider the specific focal points of 
such conflicts. 
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Part III 
Interpretation of Research Findings 
The femininity scale was compared with the original three groups 
which had been formed on the basis of their value responses to the 
questionnaire.    Since all of the subjects had been exposed to a 
college environment  (stressing individual achievement,  competition, 
and personal success)  it is expected that their values are more self- 
instrumental than those of a random sample of the general population 
would be.    This was not seen at the basic personality level, however, 
since 13% of the Draw-A-Person standardization group drew the opposite 
sex first   (indicating identification with the opposite sex), while 
16.6$ of this college group drew the opposite sex first.    This 
difference  is probably not significant. 
Femininity Scale 
Case Numbers 
Less feminine    201,   53, U8,  188, h9,  17U,   185,   128, 86,   139 
Mixed 31,   129,   90, 18,   16,  lUO,  152,  19, 175,   102 
Lore feminine    165,   62,  5$,  161,  5,   1U3,  170,  96,  138,   32 
Table I 
Questionnaire SI SI, CE CE Total 
Less feminine 3 3 u 10 
Draw-A-Ferson 6 1 3 10 
More feminine 1 6 3 10 
10 10 
16 
10 30 
1 
Table II 
Questionnaire 
Less feminine 
SI SI ,  CE CE Total 
Draw-A-Person 9 h 6 19 
More feminine 1 6 U 11 
10 10 10 30 
S - self orientation 
I - instrumental orientation 
C - collectivity orientation 
E - expressional orientation 
The femininity scale was divided into three groups by cutting the 
scale at the end of the first ten cases and again at the end of the 
second ten cases as may be seen in Table I.    However, since the ranking 
seemed to form a continuum,  the division was purely arbitrary as there 
were no major differences between ranks #10 and #11 nor between #20 and 
#21 on the scale.    Table I shows the results of this scale as compared 
with the results of the questionnaire. 
It may be seen that the lowest scoring subjects on the femininity 
scale were distributed almost equally among the self-instrumental, 
mixed, and collectivity-expressional value orientation groups.    Thus it 
may be seen that there is no correlation between low scores on the 
femininity scale and self-instrumental value orientations.    There is 
a real possibility that the four low feminine scoring subjects who had 
collectivity-expressional value orientations represent cases of reaction 
formation at the value level as their more masculine personality 
structure may be so great a threat to their feelings of adequacy that 
feminine values and roles are accepted compulsively in a reaction 
■   ■ 
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formation can be seen in the data as four out of the five lowest 
feminine scoring subjects of the entire group tested had extreme 
collectivity-expressional value orientations.    Accepting extreme 
feminine values may be the only way these subjects who were least 
feminine could preserve their egos. 
It seem* significant to note that none of these four lowest 
feminine scoring subjects with collectivity-expressional value orienta- 
tions were scaled in the high security ^roup of the security scale. 
This may suggest, also,  that personality conflict is strong for these 
subjects even though they are attempting to resolve it by compulsively 
conforming to traditional feminine values. 
Two out of the three low feminine scoring subjects who showed 
self-instrumental value orientations were rated in the highest security 
group of the security scale,   in contrast to two out of the three low 
feminine scoring subjects with mixed value responses who were low 
scorers on the security scale.    This may suggest that the more dis- 
crepancy that exists between value orientations and the level of 
personality projected on the Draw-A-Person test,   the less secure the 
subject is. 
Of the group of subjects who scored in the middle range on the 
femininity scale  (all the subjects had both high and low feminine com- 
ponents in their personalities, but in this group neither high nor low 
feminine components had clear primacy),  six out of ten subjects chose 
self-instrumental value orientations.    Since the subjects of this group 
scored in the middle range of the femininity scale it might be hypo- 
thesized that the threat of masculine identification was not so great 
for this group that they felt the need to repress their masculinity. 
18 
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Rather, they could express the less feminine components of their 
personalities at the value level and be acceptable ooth to society and 
to themselves.    Possibly,  vacillation at both the personality level and 
the value level would produce too much conflict for these subjects, so 
a choice must be made between the extreme value orientations in favor 
of those values which would give the subjects an opportunity to express 
their masculinity in an acceptable manner in the "modern feminine 
role".    Cue might conceptualize this as sublimation. 
Six of the ten high feminine scoring subjects showed mixed self- 
instrumental and collectivity-expressional value responses.    Of these 
six subjects, only one subject was rated in the least secure group. 
This fact may indicate that this group is the most "normal" of the 
combinations of personality structure and value responses.     (Responses 
on the questionnaire were normally distributed; thus,  mixed responses 
occurred most frequently.)    This might be expected because these sub- 
jects have identified most readily and completely with their own sex, 
and are, thus,  not threatened with confusion in sex role identifica- 
tion.    They can accept 'ooth "masculine" and "feminine" value orienta- 
tions without either value orientation serving as a defense to their 
egos.    Thus, both traditional expectations for feminine values and the 
college expectations for more masculine values can be accepted with 
equanimity.    That vacillation at the value level is not conflict 
producing is suggested oy tneir lack of insecurity.    Only one of these 
ten subjects expressed extreme self-instrumental values, a finding 
which    suggests that a consistent extreme self-instrumental value 
orientation would be difficult for the high feminize scoring person- 
ality to accept.    It should be noted again that nine out of the ten 
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subjects in the middle range of the femininity scale made a consistent 
choice at the value level.    Speculation suggests that this may resolve 
the dilemma of both nigh femininity and low femininity at the projected 
level, so that such a conflict would not have to be faced at the more 
"conscious" level. 
If the femininity scale is cut into  two categories rather than 
three, as in Table II based on the questionnaire and Draw-A-Person test 
results,   it shows more clearly a clustering of the high feminine 
scorers at the mixed self-instrumental and ccllectivity-expressional 
values and at the extreme collectivity-expressional values.    As ex- 
plained previously,   it is thought now that if a group of proportionately 
fewer deviants had been tested  (twenty of the thirty cases tested are 
considered "deviant"),  a closer relationship might have been found 
between low scorers on the femininity scale and self-instrumental 
values and between high scorers on the femininity scale and collectivity- 
expressional values.    Twenty of the thirty subjects were so deviant at 
the value level that it is probable that they are poorly adjusted and 
may be using value orientations as defense mechanisms. 
The second scale was based on a ranking of the thirty subjects 
on a security dimension.    Table #111 shows the results of this security 
scale as compared with the results of the questionnaire.     The table 
shows a very slight and statistically insignificant trend toward the 
high scorers on the security scale choosing collectivity-expressional 
values and the low scorers on the security scale choosing self- 
instrumental values.    The consistency of the trend suggests that a 
study of a larger group might show a closer relationship between these 
variables.    If such a relationship could be established it would 
i 
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suggest that the traditional feminine role is still most approved and 
rewarded in this culture,  assuming that security is produced by social 
approval.    The trend cannot be established by our data, however. 
The scale which ranked the projective tests on the social contact 
dimension shows the closest relationship to the three groups of value 
orientation types of any of the scales,  as may be seen in Table IV. 
Of the subjects who were the high scorers on the social contact dimension 
more had collectivity-expressional values than self-instrumental or 
mixed values, and of the subjects who ranked the lowest on the social 
contact scale, the majority had self-instrumental values.    It is seen, 
also, that the majority of subjects with middle range scores on the 
security scale had mixed value orientations as well.    It is thought 
that this dimension of social contact (ranging on a continuum from 
environmental contact to environmental withdrawal) is very close to 
being the same dimension as collectivity-expressional or self- 
instrumental value orientations.    A feeling of obligation to people 
and cathecting people for the gratification derived from being with 
them is a part of a    collectivity-expressional value orientation as 
well as the social-contact personality component.    A feeling of obli- 
gation to the self and having contact with people for the sake of 
goals beyond the immediate gratification experience is common to both 
the self-instrumental value orientation and the low social contact 
personality component.    Thus,  the results of this scale serve to vali- 
date indirectly the variable used in the questionnaire. 
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Security Scale 
Case Number 
More secure  185, 5, 165, 201, lUo, 161, 1?, 86, 16, 62 
Mixed       U8, 55, 31, 96, 170, 16, 138, 12?, 32, U9 
Less secure  Htf, 90, 17U, 188, 128, 152, 53, 175, 102, 139 
Table in 
Questionnaire SI SI,  CE CE Total 
More secure 3 3 1* 10 
Draw-A-Person Mixed 3 li 3 10 
Less secure )4 3 3 10 
10 10 10 30 
S - self orientation 
I - instrumental orientation 
C - collectivity orientation 
E - expressional orientation 
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Social Contact Scale 
• 
Case Number 
High social contact      62,  lUO,  55, U9, 17U, 102, 32,   165,   18 
Mixed social contact    161,   53,  185 ,  16,  19, 128, 188,   170,   31,   138 
Low social contact        lh3, 5,   96, 152,  129, 175, 201,   U8,   90, 139 
Table IV 
Questionnaire SI SI, GE CE 
5 
Total 
High social contact 3 2 10 
Draw-A-Ferson    I^ixed 1 6 3 10 
Low social contact 6 2 2 10 
10 10 10 30 
S - self orientation 
I - instrumental orientation 
c, - f.nllactnvitv orientation 
E - expressional orientation 
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Part IV 
Conclusion and Sunmary 
It is easy in the social sciences to construct plausible explana- 
tions for any factual data presented.    An explanation or interpretation 
of research findings to have validity must have more than mere plausi- 
op 
Dility but should be derived from a body of systematic theory.  '     Such 
theory in the area in which the writer did her study is all but non- 
existant.    The area of the relation between personality and roles is 
only now in the process of systematic conceptualization.    The fact that 
the measuring devices which were used in this research have not been 
completely validated leaves the possibility that one or both of the 
devices may be inadequate tests of the variables they purport to mea- 
sure.    A small number of cases was used in the study which made 
generalization particularly difficult but this was thought necessary 
in order to make it possible for the writer to obtain more data in each 
case.    Thus,   the writer is not claiming that the tentative lines of 
explanation put forward are -proved" or "true" but only that they are 
suggestions of further hypotheses to be tested. 
To summarize the author-s research findings and tentative inter- 
pretations it would appear thatt 
(1)    High feminine and low feminine scores as measured by the 
techniques used are not directly related to a self-instrumental or a 
collectivity-expressional value orientation.    Rather, a possible 
interpretation is that the value orientations appear to be used as 
defense mechanisms for the low feminine personality structure with 
these low feminine scoring subjects tending to repress their mascu- 
11 
2U 
Unity at the value level by compulsively accepting the traditionally 
feminine collectivity-expressional value orientations.    The middle 
range feminine scorers tended to choose the traditionally masculine 
self-instrumental value orientations perhaps because they were not 
sufficiently low scoring in femininity at the personality level which 
the protective test measured as to need to repress it through a reaction 
formation, but could sublimate the less feminine components of their 
personalities at the value level.    The highest scorers on the femininity 
scale tended to choose mixed self-instrumental and collectivity- 
expressional value orientations because their more feminine personality 
structures  (as indicated by their high femininity scores) were not 
threatening to them and they did not have to defend their egos through 
either repressing their less feminine personality components or ex- 
pressing consistent "masculinity" as a sublimation at the value level. 
Rather, both value orientations could be accepted with equanimity. 
This last group was considered the most "normal" from both a social 
and statistical standpoint. 
(2) There was a slight tendency for the high scoring subjects 
on the security scale to have self-instrumental value orientations. 
If this were statistically significant it would suggest that the 
traditional feminine role is still most approved and rewarded for women 
in this culture. 
(3) The dimension measured on the social contact scale is very 
close to the level of collectivity-expressional and self-instrumental 
value orientations.     The data show a direct relationship between high 
social contact scores and collectivity-expressional value orientations 
and low social contact scores and self-^strumental value orientations. 
25 
The direct relationship between these variables appears to validate 
indirectly the variables in the questionnaire. 
Had fewer deviants been in the group tested, the data might well 
have shown a closer relationship between the personality variables 
tested.    Thus,  the original question involved in this study appears to 
merit further investigation. 
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Groupings on the Basis of Questionnaire Results 
self instrumental cases 
201, 17U,  86, 129,  90, 18, 152, 19,  175, 96 
collectivity expressional cases 
53, U8, 188, 1*9, 16, 11*0, 102, 62, 55, 5 
mixed value cases 
185,  128, 139, 31, 165, 161, 11*3, 170,  138, 32 
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Case  5 
The  subject  drew  only outlines of both figures,   said  she 
didn't want  to put  in either features  or details,   ^his,   Machover 
states,   is evidence  of frictional  social relationships which  are 
being evaded.     The  onle detail  in either drawing is  a bow  tie 
on the male  drawing;   a   sex symbol.   There   was  ready   identification 
n the part  of the  subject with the  female  and  the   size  and 
position of  the  figures  indicate  some degree  of security.     :he 
hands of both figures were drawn behind their backs which  is 
evidence  of guilt  feelings,in this  case,   probably concerning 
relationships  with other persons,     both figures'   heaas   are 
turneu slightly toward   the   left   side   of  the paner,   indicating 
social withdrawal  to   a   small degree. 
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Case  175 
The  subject has drawn both figures with support;   the 
female with a floor  and a wall,   and  the male with  a chcir. 
The clinical picture  shows evidence  for both masculinity 
(girl drawn in a career  setting,   value responses  instrumental, 
etc.j  and femininity  Igirl drawn first,  preference  for girl, 
fer.inj.ne  appearance  of girl).   The  support  for both figures  is 
obvious  indication of  feelings   of  inadequacy,   insecurity,   and 
dependence,     both figures are  facing  the  left  side   of the paper 
suggesting   social withdrawal.     *rofile   figures were   drawn  in 
both cases  indicating eveiiveness  on the   subject's  part. 
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Case   16 
he  subject  has drawn much darker  and more  aggressive  lines 
in her male  figures than in her  female figures.     The male  figure 
slirhtly larger  and better grounded,   or more   stable  than the 
female  figure.     This  ambiguity  in the  drawing  is  seen as well 
in the value responses  the   subject  gave.Confusion in sex role 
identification is   indicated  as well  in the  subject's Initial 
-mestion,   "Do you care whether  it's  a male  or  a female?" The 
feet of both figures are pointed  toward the  left  side of the 
paper  suggesting  social withdrawal,  but  the  adequate  size  and 
central position  of  the  figures   suggests   that   the   subject   feels 
aomo  anxiety over  social contacts.     The  female figure's  arms  are 
placed behind her back,   in  contrast  to  the male's  arms which 
hang  at his  side,   .his   suggests  guilt  feelings or anxiety, 
perhaps   over   social  relationships.     The   erasure   ana   sketchy 
broken lines of  the  figures  keep  the  figure  from being  as 
secure   as   it might  otherwise  be.     muttons  on both figures 
suggest   maternal   dependence. 
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Case   129 
The   subject  hps drawn   a smaller   female figure   than  she has 
mole  figure,   indicating  a feeling of feminine  inferiority.  The 
female  is rather masculine   looking with broad  shoulders,   heavy 
legs,  and a  stocky build.     The   subiect drew  a female    first,   how- 
ever,  and said  she preferred to be the girl.     This  seems  to 
indicate  some  confusion in  sex  identification,     Mixed  self and 
collectivity value responses  to  the  questions  asked on the Draw 
A Person indicate   such  confusion,   as   well.      .he  hands  of both 
were drawn behind  their backs;   eviaence of guilt feelings.     Both 
figures were drawn  in  the  upper  left   corner of   the paper,   sugges- 
ting social withdrawal.     Preoccupation with  sexual practices   is 
indicated by   a  fly drnwn on     the male's  trousers.     Extremely   long 
arms on  the male   figure   indicates  concern over   achievement  or 
acouisition.Pifferential treatment  of  ears   in male   and  female 
figures by drawing prominent  ears  on   the  male   ano   none   on  the 
fenale  suggests  sensitivity to  social opinion concerning  the 
Wculine   aspects   of her personality.   The   conflicts   evidencea   in 
the drawing!  suggest  some  degree of  insecurity. 
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Case   161 
The  subject has placed  the female figure  slightly to the 
left of  the page   center and  the male  figure  slightly to  its 
right,   indicating   that   she  has made   a masculine   identification 
tc some degree,   however,   the   subject  drew the  fernle  figure 
first  and responded  to verbal questions with traditionally 
feminine values.   The  feet  of both figures  are not   in line 
with the  rest   of   the  drawing**   suggesting   social uneasiness 
on the   subject's   part.     The placement   and   size   of  the  figures 
is not   indicative   of   social  withdrawal,   however.    _he  figures' 
honds  are placed behind their backs,   which is  evidence  of 
guilt feelings-   in this case,  probably in relation to  social 
and interpersonal  relationships. 
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Case   143 
Tfaw  subject has drawn a smaller  female  figure  than male 
figure but the  female was drawn first  and  shows  evidence  of 
social withdrawal by  facing  the  left  siae  of the paper,   evasive- 
ness is  indicated by  a profile drawing,   and  social uneasiness 
is suggested by  a profile head  and full view body on    both 
figures,     reinforcement of hair,  hands,   and feet  on the  male 
figure  also   indicates   social uneasiness   and   some  degree   of 
insecurity.     The   subject   identified more   easily with the 
female   and   evidences   some  degree  of  conflict  with males   of  the 
peer group.     The   arms  of both figures  appear  rigid and  tense, 
erasure   of both figures   shows   some   anxiety  and   insecurity, 
-he smnllsize   of     the   female   figure   also   indicates   insecurity 
and  feelings   of   inadequacy. 
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Case   48 
The   subject  drew   the male   first,   said  she  would prefer   to 
be the male,   and made  the male  figure much larger  than the 
femp.le.     Sex role  confusion almost  to  the point  of masculine 
identification is   indicated.     The male figure  is  facing the 
left  side  of the   page,   probably  indicating  the   subject's 
uneasiness  about  her environment's  acceptance of the masculine 
rspects  of her personality.     One  hand of  the male  figure  is 
drawn behind his  back,  which suggests guilt feelings.       he 
presence of  the  tie  and pocket handkerchief,   according to 
Machover,   indicate  sexual  conflicts.       he  sketchy lines  and 
frequent erasures  are  evidences  of  insecurity  and  anxiety. 
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Case  185 
The  subject   showed narked  confusion  in sex identification 
by asking whether  she   should draw a male  or a female,   and by 
deciding to draw  a male first.     The profile head and   full view 
body is  indicative of  social uneasiness  and guilt  in relation 
to social contacts,   according to  Machover.     Less detail wae 
drawn for the male  than for  the  female,   also  indicating 
confusion in  sex role.     Except  for the  identification confusion 
the drawings'  placement and  size   suggest  security.     Evasion is 
indicated by  the hands of both figures being drawn behind    their 
backs.    More  confusion or evasion is  shown by the  subject's 
comment,   "   I  can't project myself into  the male way of thinking'-. 
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Case   18 
The subject was both resistant  and  evasive  in taking the  test. 
R fh figures  apoear  tense  and unusually rigid  with the  arms drawn 
losely to the  figures'  bodies.   This  suggests  feelings of  insecurity 
lthou.Kh the  size  of  the  figures  is   adequate.   The  figures  are both 
centered and full view,  but  the  rigidity of the  arms  indicates 
sociel or environmental withdrawal.     More detail  and concern with 
the figures ■   heads   indicates   intellectual  aspirations   as  well  as 
concern v/ith interpersonal relationships.     The  subject  apoears to 
have identified more with the female  figure than with the male 
figure,  although the  female  figure  is not very feminine  in 
aDoeirance. 
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Case  139 
The   subject  shows  difficulty  in interpersonal relations by 
offering only the head   and  arms  of the female  as  a person and 
only a  small  head  of  the male   as   a person.     Much erasure   of   the 
and sketchy lines  also   indicate  anxiety.   Neither figure  looks 
either masculine  or feminine except for  long hair on the female. 
Some degree  of conflict in sex role  identification is thus 
evidenced.     Profile views of both figures  suggest  social with- 
drawal,   B8 well as  the  placement of the  figures  in the upper 
left side  of  the paper.  The  smallness of the figures  suggests 
feelings of  inadequacy  and  insecurity.     The female  figure  is 
larger than the male  figure which,  Machover says,   is  indicative 
of dependence upon the  mother  image.     Conflict over  security  and 
adequacy is   strongly evidenced  in the  subjects verbal responses 
to questions  about   the  figures. 
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Case 31 
The  subject drew cartoon figures,   probably  as an attempt 
at evasion.   The   subject drew  the  figures  in the upper  left 
corner of the paper suggesting  social withdrawal.    The  feet 
of the figures  are pointing  in opposite directions,   indicating 
some uncertainty  and anxiety  as well as  insecurity.     The hands 
of the figures are placed behind  the  figures'  backs with one 
of the male's hands  in  a pocket,   all  suggesting evasiveness. 
The male  figure was drawn larger  than the  female  suggesting 
a feeling of  feminine  inferiority  although the  subject  seemed 
to  identify more  easily with the  female  figure.     Both figures 
Roth figures  were  dressed   in masculine   sport  clothes   indi- 
cating  some  tendency toward masculine  identification. 
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Case 62 
The  subject's concern with the head of her female figure 
suggests her concern with intellectual aggression and  achieve- 
ment.    The  size  anc; placement or  ttm  rigures  on the paper 
indicate feelings  of  security  (   with the  exception of  the 
extremely large head which was  erased   ).   The  drawing of the 
fesal« figure's right   arm is  out  of line,   possibly suggesting 
guilt feelings,      ^here   is  less  detail in the  drawing  of the male 
than in the   female drawing.   Both  the   size   and placement  of  the 
figures indicate  good   social  contact. 
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Csse   19 
•yhe  subject has drawn both figures  in the upper  left  corner 
f the paner,   suggesting  social withdrawal.   Broken lines   in both 
drawings   suggest   concern over  the maintenance   of body  stability 
and integrity.     The  subject appeared  to  identify easily with the 
female.     Some   sexual conflicts   are   evidenced by  the   arrest   of  one 
of the female's  arms at the genital area.     The hands  of both figures 
were drawn behind  their backs,   suggesting feelings of guilt as well 
as evasion. 
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Case 90 
.he subject drew very small figures and placed them in 
the upoer left corner of the paper, suggesting feelings of 
inadequacy and withdrawal from the environment. The subject 
drew no eyes in either figure- only eyebrows- which ?.'achover 
states is evidence that the individual has difficult relations 
with other oersons and with the environment as a whole.Confusion 
in sex role is indicated by the extremely broad shoulders and 
heavy arms of the female combined with emphasis on the breast 
area.  Very small feet suggests insecurity in the subject,  the 
arms of both figures are placed behind their backs, indicating 
guilt feelings in regard to social interactions. 
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Case   165 
The  subject placed her drawings  slightly to  the  left of 
the rcoer,   suggesting  a slight  tendency  toward  social with- 
drawal.    She drew  the  female's  arms behind her back,   suggesting 
euilt feelings   and,   again,   social withdrawal.      ihe  male   figure 
is better centered  and his   arms   are   at  his   side   in  a  relaxed 
oosition.    The  subject drew buttons  in the midline,   which 
Machover claims la  indicative of dependence upon  the mother 
figure.     :he  subject  seemed  to   identify easily with the female. 
The size of  the  figures  suggests  adequate   security and adequacy 
feelings.     The   subject   shows both "masculine'    and   "feminine"   value 
responses. 
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Case   201 
The  subject's drawings  evidence  a high degree  of masculine 
identification.     The  male  was drawn first,   in   a profile  view 
looking toward the   left  side  of the paper.    This   suggests  the 
subiect's uneasiness  over  the  masculine   aspects  of her personality. 
The female figure was ciravm tn a gym suit  and was placed  also 
in the upper left  corner of  the paper,   although the  figure  was 
drawn full view.     The  lines   in both drawings were unusually 
heavy,   showing feelings of  aggression.     The projection of  the 
chin in the  first drawing  is  an attempt  at domination or  compen- 
sation for  inadequacy feelings.   Social withdrawal is  Indicated 
by the   figures'   placement   on the  paper.   The whistle   in  the 
female  figure's mouth may be  a  symbol of oral  sexuality,   and the 
long row of buttons  is   indicative  of dependence   on the mother 
figure,     conflicts  in the  sex role  appears  in the  clinical 
picture. 
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Case 66 
The subject drew a rather masculine looking female and 
Rave her masculine looking clothes (severely tailored suit etc.). 
The subject left out the hands in both drawings, indicating 
euilt in social relationships  or uneasiness in social contacts. 
he feet are not drawn in the female figure, indicating instability 
^ feelings of inadequacy.  The subject gave instrumental value 
responses to the questions as'ted about the figures,  erasure of 
the face suggests disturbance in interpersonal relationships. 
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Case  49 
The  subject drew the male figure  first,   although she  appeared 
from her verbal responses  to have  identified more with the female 
figure.     Neither figure has pupils  in its eyes,   a subtle  attempt 
to   'shut the  world  out",   according  to ..lachover.     The  stance  of 
the male   and   the   female   figures  particularly  appears   to   be 
unsure,   and  the girl's   legs  are  out  of  line with the  rest of her 
body,   suggesting   feelings   of  inadequacy   ana   some  degree   of   inse- 
curity.     Adequate   social  contact   is   evidenced by the   size   and 
placement of   the   figures   and by   their relaxed,   unrestrained 
appearance.      The   subject's   responses  were   strongly  instrumental. 
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Case   96 
A profile  was drawn of  the  female with her facing the  left 
side of the paper  suggesting  social withdrawal,   although the 
male figure was  centered well    and drawn almost  full view.   More 
detail on the male  than on the  female   suggests more concern with 
the acceptability of.the masculine  aspects  of  the  subject's 
personality.     The   subject   identified more  easily,however,   with 
the female  figure   as was  shown by her drawing  it first  and 
identifying with her  in answering the  questions.     Although 
the   size  of  the   figures   indicates   security,   erasure   of  the  male's 
feet  and midline   of his   coat   and   the  withdrawal  of  the   female 
suggests   lack of   security. 
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Case   53 
The  subject  shows   strong masculine  identification in 
drawing a male  first  and following it with a very masculine  female, 
•"he subject's feelings  of inadequacy are  expressed   in her comment 
that  ''the wind  is blowing behind him"    and her drawing of the  man 
bent over.     The  golf  club   is both  a  symbol of  aggression  and   a 
phallic  symbol,   and the erasure  of the golf club  indicates  anxiety 
in these   areas.     The   masculine   girl  ana   the  rather  effeminate 
nan show definate masculine  identification and confusion in sex 
role.  The  subject drew  the heads  last,   referring to  them as 
"the worst'.   This,   Machover says,   indicates disturbance  in inter- 
personal relationships.     The  subject resisted  the Draw A Person 
test by  asking  an unusually  large   number  of question  as   to   the 
procedure  she   should  follow,   and  showed efforts to evade     it by 
asking   "can   I draw   a dog?",   and   "I don't want   to draw   a female". 
The clinical picture   shows much evidence  for  strong conflicts 
uithin the   subject. 
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case me 
Both of  the   subject's drawing were  of  children  ,   indicating 
her identification of herself with immaturity.     The  feet of both 
drawings are not   in line with the rest of the  figure  and  indicate 
conflict  in  interpersonal relationships.     The  subject's  responses 
to the questions   asked  also indicated conflicts in this area. 
The stripes   in both figures'   clothing  are  a form of  shading and 
are considered to be   indications  of  anxiety.     The   joints which 
were drawn on  the  female's  arms  and  legs  are  attempts  at preserving 
self integration,   according to Machover.     Although the  subject 
said she would rather be  the boy,   she drew  the girl first.  This 
suggests confusion in  sex role  identification.   Insecurity is 
suggested by  the  subject's drawing children.     Strong conflicts 
ana feelings of  inadequacy are  seen  in this   subject's drawings. 
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Case  170 
*.v,~„  om„n   figures which she placea  in The   subject drew   rather   small  Hgures 
the upper left corner  of  the paper,   indicating a tendency 
toward social withdrawal.     She vat anxious  to draw  the male  figure 
next to the  female  figure  so that they would  "be  in proportion" 
to each other.     This  suggests  a compulsive meticulousness  in 
action,   as does  her  careful detail  in the male drawing.   Although 
the female has her   arms   extended,   she   is   surrounded by   the   edges 
of the paoer  on two   sides   and   the  male  figure   on one   side.     Her 
need for protection and her dependency feelings  are  thus evidenced, 
Erasure  of the girl's   skirt  and the boy's  trousers  suggest  sexual 
conflicts,   according  to Machcver.     Identification with the 
female figure was made  easily,     feelings of  inadequacy  and  a 
cert9in amount   of   insecurity  are  evidenced by  the   size   and 
dependency of  the figures. 
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Cas:  32 
The  subject had little difficulty in identifying herself 
with the female  figure  which she  crew first,   as was   indicated 
by   her readiness   to     draw   a female     first   and her   attempts 
to make her drawing   as   much like   herself   as possible.     She 
asked if she  could draw   "just her head"  and appeared  somewhat 
reluctant to draw the whole person,   indicating  some  degree of con- 
flict  or anxiety.     This  was brought   out particularly   in her 
second drawing   of  a male,   Adlai  Stevenson.     This drawing of an 
older man suggests  some  conflict  in her relationship with her 
father,   and   an  inability  to   accept male  figures   at her peer 
level.     In both drawings  there  was evidence   of  compulsiveness, 
particularly compulsive detail,   sketching  and erasing of  the 
arms and heads.     Both drawings were   centered in  the   middle  of 
the paner,   appeared relaxed,   and   showed  social orientation and 
contact.    She  showed both collateral  and  instrumental values 
in her responses  to questions  about the figures. 
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Case   174 
The subject has drawn rather ridiculous  and grotesque 
figures suggesting that  the  subject's  self concept  is not 
one of adequacy nor  of  security.     The female  figure  is  smaller 
than that of the male,   indicating  again the   subject's  feelings 
of inadequacy.     There  is  little  in the  features of the 
drawings,  showing evasiveness.     The  subject  appears to have 
identified  slightly more  with the  male   than with the   female 
figure  (the male  is  larger  and  the  subject   said  she would 
rather be  the male)  but  the  sex role  identification is confused. 
There  aopears   to be   adequate   social   contact,   as   the  figures  are 
centered,   the   arms   are   not  withdrawn from the   environment,   and 
the size of  the   figures  is  adequate. 
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Case   5b 
The   subject   showed   f-ood   social contact by  adequate   size   and 
central placement  of the figures  on the paper.     There  are  strong 
masculine  and feminine  characteristics projected  into the 
subiects'  drawings.   The  female's  expression is masculine  as well 
as her stance  and posture   ,  but the  subject has reinforced her 
femininity by  drawing  eyelashes   and breasts.     The   male  figure   is 
not masculine  looking  and  the   subject has drawn more details   in 
his clothing than  in the female.     This total masculinity-femi- 
ninity picture  suggests disturbance  in sex role-  a middle  of  the 
road position.     This holds  true  for the  security-  insecurity 
picture,   as well.     There  is no evidence  for  an extreme picture 
in this dimension. 
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Case   140 
Although the  subject drew  the  female  figure  first,  her 
drawings were placed near  i:he middle of the Femininity scale 
the basis  of the  instrumental values which she gave for the 
figures.    Alt'.ough the  female  v.-as ver,   feminine  looking,   the 
subject erased her arms  ana  the  trunk area,   suggesting  some 
anxiety on tue part of the  subject  concerning her leminine 
identification.     Both figures were  centered on  baa  age with 
arms extended  somewhat  fr-m the  Dody.     Although the  arms 
appeared rather  rigid  on both drawings   there   i*  tood   social 
contact  suggested by their extension.The  size  ana placement  of 
both drawings  suggest  security feelings.     .n bo|« «r«*ft«gl  the 
are- si* finders on both h^nds whieb j.i»cxiover  says  is  irmir.-tive 
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Case   18B 
The subject dr##  extremely large  figures  indicating high 
inspirations  for herself  and   a  feeling of   inadequacy  in obtai- 
ning them.   In both drawings  the   subject omitted drawings the 
subject omitted drawing any parts below  the waist,   which 
!,achover says  indicates reluctance  to  face  conflicts relating to 
those  areas.      rhe   subject  drew   a rather masculine   looking girl 
and dressed her  xn masculine  looking clothes.     rhe   subject  also 
statec  that  she would rather be  the male figure  than the female 
figure,   ^ex role   confusion   is   thus   evidenced   in the drawings. 
:he extremely large   size of  the figures  as well as much detail 
suggests feelings of insecurity and  inadequacy,    satisfactory 
social contact  is  evidenced by the placement oi   the figures 
in the center of the page,  but  the   subject  indicated  some 
confusion in  this   area  as  well by drawing   the  female's  hands 
behind her  back. 
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Case   102 
he   subject  was   almost   compulsively meticulous   in her drawing 
of details*   even going   so   far   as   to  write   a description of  the 
female figure's   clothes.     This   compulsive   femininity  is   thought 
to be a reaction formntion,  with actual confusion in sex role 
identification existing.  Careful shading of the  clothes  of both 
drawings  indicates  anxiety.     The male  figure  is effeminate  in 
appearance which  also   indicates   sex role   confusion.     The   subject 
drew lines for props  to  support both figures,   another  indication 
of insecurity.   (   The male  drawing had lines  at both sides  as 
well.   )    The hands of  the  female were drawn behind her back 
indicating evasiveness  or  guilt feelings,     resistance  to pro- 
jection or  identification with either figure was  shown by her 
emphasizing  the   fact   that   the   female   was her  roommate,   and   the 
male was her brother,     extreme  feelings of  inadequacy,   insecurity, 
and anxiety are  evidenced   by the  subject. 
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Case   138 
Shading   and  erasure   characterize   this   subject's  drawings 
and are evidences   of  anxiety.     The  head of  the  female   figure   is 
a orofile,   the  torso  and  arms  are  turned  slightly to  the  full view 
anile the body from the waist down is full view.   Machover  says  this 
indicates   social uneasiness.     The profile   of  the   female   is 
turned to the  left  side  of  the paper  indicating  social with- 
drawal,   although the  size  and placement of the  figures  show 
adequate   social   contact.      The male     figure   is  younger   than the 
female  figure  which may  indicate   the   subject's  feelings  of 
masculine  inferiority.     This was evidenced  also  in the  subject's 
verbal responses.     Although  the   size   and placement of  the 
figures   suggest   security,   the   shading,   erasure,   and   strained 
nositions of both figures  indicate  a lack of  security. 
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Case   152 
The subject drew  a matronly looking female figure first, 
indicating  identification with a mother figure.   A profile head 
ith a fuller view body was drawn facing the  left  side  of the 
oaoer suggesting  social uneasiness and a tendency toward social 
withdrawal.     Emphasis  on the female's eyes  and mouth is evidence 
of sexual conflicts.  Erasure  and difficulty  in drawing the feet 
suepests insecurity.     The male was drawn completely off balance 
and in the   same position as  the   female,   again indicating  severe 
disturbance  in interpersonal relationships.  Tbere  is much 
indication in this  clinical picture  of conflict  and  anxiety  in 
sex role identification.  Hair and eye emphasis on the male 
is more indication of   sexual disturbances.     The  arms  of both 
subjects were drawn behind    their backs,   showing feelings of 
guilt and anxiety.   The  subject's  comment  that the figures look 
deformed is  indicative  of her concept of herself. 
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' SSTIONS 
l dress! 
To-.", or if rural, county_ 
State or country if other than U..J, 
re have you lived the most part of your life? 
:, or if rural, county  
State         or country if other than U.S. 
. . : at last birthdayj years 
-    :-ital status: married ;     single ;    engaged 
:^ious preference: 
Catholic  
fish 
"ostanE ".."hat denomination? 
'.-' ajcr at   "C; 
7- Is your father •• 
Living There?(tovm or county,  state)  
: fron? (year) 
Divorced from your mother ."hen? (year) 
I- Is your mother: 
Living here?   (tovn or  county,   state)  
Dead   ."hon? (year) 
>sc list the ages of your sisters, beginning \rith the oldest (living) 
none 
10-Plc.aso list the aces of your brothers, beginning with the oldest (living) 
none 
11- I other's education: 
 attended grammar school 
 attended high school 
 finished high school 
 attended college or business or trade school after high school 
 college  graduate 
 graduate or professional school 
12-Has your mother had a full-time paying job outside of the home for at least 
to years at any time in the last ten years? 
 ,70s, for years 
, no 
13" If she did have a job,  tell exactly what kind of job?   "There? Doing exactly vhat' 
-2- 
Iiitervic-.-.'cr' s initials Case no 
I- 
Oive the names of the three clubs or organizations that your mother is most 
active in: 
active is she in these clubs or organizations? 
extremely active 
'     very active 
moderately active 
only slightly active 
- father's education: 
attended grammar school 
"    attended high school 
"     finished high school 
attended collie or business or    trade school after high school 
"""""college graduate 
 graduate or professional school 
■;.  hat is your father's occupation?    Please describe  in detail.     If he  does more 
than one thing tell about each job and then underline the one from v/hich he 
derives the most yearly income. 
GO Of! TO THE 1JEXT PAGE 
"3" Interviewer's initials Case no 
i •_ 
^ following questions will consist of descriptions of some real life 
ations in which a choice    must be made between two alternatives. 
' arc no right or wrong answers*    Some people will choose one 
Alternative and other people will choose the other.   (Please read all 
of the question before checking and make sure you check where you mean 
to check) 
Anne is a senior and a physics major in college.    She has done outstand- 
iork in that  field and plans to go on to graduate school.    Her family is 
ncially able to send her  to any school she chooses.    Anne wants very 
mien to go to a large university located more than 1000 miles from her hone, 
because it has the best physics department in the country and is the only 
place that offers the particular courses she wants.    Her mother, however, 
-i poor health and Anne's father has told her that her mother would rest 
each easier and be happier if Anno went to a nearby university for her 
graduate work,    Anne debates! 
Should she go to the far away university in order to take advantage of 
the best training available and to get the particular courses she wants? 
Or should she go to a nearby university in order to have her mother 
rest easier and be happier? 
IF YOU   "SHE IN ANNE»S SITUATION 'JHIGH TOUID I0U DO? 
I would definitely go to the far away university 
'I would probably go to the far away university 
would probably go to a nearby university 
would definitely go to a nearby university 
Pro girls had roomed together in college and were very close friends. 
After graduation they took civil service jobs in the same agency and were 
to a small out of the way town where nothing  of interest was going on. 
The girls made the best of things and enjoyed each other but the town itself 
was dull.    They both applied for a transfer but only one of the    girl's 
applications wont through.    She has a chance to fill the only vacancy in an 
ice located in a city some distance away*    Knowing that it would be highly 
unlikely that her friend could get transferred to this same office, she 
wonders what to do? 
Should she accept the transfer and go to the city where she will have 
Many more cultural and recreational opportunities, even though it means 
leaving her friend behind? 
Cr should she refuse the transfer out of consideration for her friend, 
"horn she does not want to leave stranded in this dull town, and hope 
that eventually both of them can be transferred to another place together, 
IF YOU   fEKS IN THIS SITUATION TJHICH ".'CULD YOU DO? 
, I would definitely accept the transfer and go to the city 
 I would probably accept the transfer and  go to the city 
I would probably refuse the transfer and stay on in the town 
, I would definitely refuse the transfer and stay on in the torn 
-U- Initials Case no 
Betty's parents had been able to pay for all her college expenses. How 
after graduation,  Eetty is planning to work and save every penny toward 
putting herself through graduate school,     Betty's younger sister,  Jane, is 
guing to enter college in the fall, but the family has suffered a serious 
financial set-back and can only pay for Jane's tuition and nothing else, 
Lctty is faced with this problem as she sees it: 
Since she did not have to work while at college, she should out off 
her plans for graduate school indefinitely and send her extra money 
to help pay Jane's expenses above tuition, 
Cr, since Jane canwork and earn her expenses above tuition,  Betty 
should not jeopardize her own career,  and should go right on saving 
her mono?/ for graduate work. 
U  ^JRJl IN JETTY'S SITUATION VHICH 70ULD YOU DO? 
 I would definitely send the money to Jane 
 I would probably send the money to Jane 
 I would probably save the money for graduate school 
 ! would definitely save the money for graduate school 
largaret is a math major and makes too grades in her class.    Two of her 
friends 'ho live down the hall are also majoring in math.    On the night 
before the final exam they come in and ask her to explain some complex now 
material they had been given toward the end of the 3emcster.    They say they 
hadn't rrorried much about it before because they thought they could figure 
it out tonight, but they can't,  and they are afraid they will not do well 
on the exam if they don't master it.    How Margaret has been studying hard 
all term and hopes to make an "A" in the course.    She is not planning to go 
over the new material tonight because she had known it was difficult and had 
noriced hard to learn it earlier.     Instead,  she is planning to review the 
urst part of the course and then go to bed early so she will be fresh for 
we exam._ ohe knows that it will take several hours or more to exolain the 
tonal to her friends.    She hesitates before answering them and thinks: 
Should she give up her own study plans and devote several hours to 
explaining the material she has already mastered to hor friends so 
they won't fall down on the exam? 
Or should she keen on with her own study plans and tell her friends 
that although she would have helped them earlier she just can't help 
tnera tonight} She would do this because she feels she should not enH.inp.nr 
her own chances for doing well just because her friends didn't do their 
studying early enough. 
I? YOU 7SRE Dj KARGARET'3 SITUATION WHICH WD01D YOU DO? 
. * vould definitely help my friends 
 * would probably help my friends 
- I would probably go on vrith my own study plans 
 1 would definitely go on with my own study plans 
-*- Initials C.180 no 
l- Susin is a business major in college.    She hopes to get a job in a «e office and work up to a position as private secretary to a big busi- 
iman,    Susan is from a snail town and although she can get a job at home 
sho knows th?.t the kind of job she really wants can only be found in a city. 
At the snd of Susan's senior year,   it is found that her mother has tuber- 
culosis and .all have to go to a sanatorium for an indefinite length of time. 
-all leave Susan's father to care for the house and her little brother 
of 12,   Her father is financially able to hire someone to care for the house 
;r little brother, but Susan feels that both her father and her brother 
tor at home.    Susan has to decide: 
'Ihothor she should give up her ambition to become a private secretary 
to o big businessman and stay at home in order to help her family. 
Or whether she owes it to herself to go on \.-ith her plans since perhaps 
a good servmt rrould be just as much help as she would be to her 
father and brother. 
IF YOU :ms IN SUSAN«S SITUATION .THICH 'VOULD TOU DO? 
I would definitely stay at home 
would probably stay at home 
would probably go on to the city 
"I would definitely go on to the city 
y is majoring in chemistry and is doing excellent work in a lab 
course,    in fact, she does so well that there is a considerable gap between 
her grades and the next highest,  and this means that she always gets the 
only "A" in the class.    She has come to feel the resentment of her friends 
in the class who feel that they could make "A's" too if she weren't so far 
out in front, Sho is very worried by this situation and wavers between two 
alternatives: 
Should she continue  to "crk up to her top capacity oven though it 
may bo hurting her friends'  chances for getting "A's" because she 
Loves that a person should do her work up to the best of her ability? 
Cr should she lower her standards a little and not make such outstanding 
grades because she bcliovea that consideration for one's friends is 
more important than always working at top capacity? 
IF YOU  aiE I! MART'S SITUATION WHICH 70ULD YOU DO? 
 I would definitely continue to work at top capacity 
 I would probably continue to work at top capacity 
 I would probably lower my standards a little 
 I would definitely lower my standards a little 
-6- Initials Cr.se no 
?- Frances and Joan arc seniors in college. They are both planning to •ork several ycr.rs before they get married. The two girls have different 
reasons, however,  for planning to work: 
Francos rants to work because she is looking forward to a feu years 
of being independent and on her own.    She feels that she had rather 
not marry until she has had the experience of doing something suc- 
cessfully in her own right. 
■Joan does not especially want to work before she gets married, but 
she plans to do so because she feels she owes it to her parents. 
Her parents feel that since thoy have sent her through college to 
prepare her for a job that she should work at least a few years to 
utilize her training. 
17 YOU './EPS PUHNXNO TO '.'ORK SEVERAL YEARS  BEFORE GETTING TARRIED, '/HICH 
GIRL'S REASONS FOR 70RKING ".I'OULD  BE J-iORE    LIKE YOUR 0".7IJ? 
I would want to work definitely for the experience of doins 
something successfully in my own right 
 I would want to work probably for the experience of doing 
something successfully in my own right 
 I would want to work probably to satisfy my parents 
I -:ould want to work definitely to satisfy my parents 
Two college professors' wives both have 10 and 12 year old children 
and also have part time  .jobs outside of the home.    They have different 
r„.;sons, however,  for working! 
Mrs.  Jones says that the only reason she is working is to supplement 
the family income.    She says that she does not like to work and that 
she had much rather spend her time taking care of her children.   If 
she did not feel that the family needed the money she earned she 
would gladly stop working, 
Mrs, Bro-..Ti says that she is also working because the family needs 
the income, but that actually this has given her the opportunity to 
do »hat she prefers to do anyway.    ^>he says that she had rather work 
than stay at home with the children ull the  tine, 
T I0u   ERE U! THIS SITUATION,  '/HICH '.'TFE'S REASONS FOR WORKING   fOUID  BE 
i'ORELIKE YCUR CON? 
 I would definitely agree with Mrs, Jones who says the only reason 
she is working is to supplement the family income. 
 I would probably agree with Irs.   Jones who says the onlyrcason 
she is working is to supplement the family income, 
 I would probably agree with Irs.   Brown who says that the family's 
needing the extra income has given her the opportunity to do 
what she nrefcrs to do anyway, 
 I would definitely agree with vrs. Brown who says that the 
family's needing the extra income has given her the opportunity 
to do what she prefers to do any/ray. 
-7- Initiwls Case no 
T-.'o married •/•omen "hose children are all in high school hive been 
corking as secretaries for about a year.    They both like their jobs very 
ith the money they are paid thoy buy clothes for themselves and 
r children and employ someone to do their housework for then.    Their 
husbands, however,  object to this arrangement because they think the 
uothera should be at home at lunch time and in the afternoons •'hen the 
Jrcn come in from school.    They think the mothers should give un 
thoir jobs because they ought to be at home at these times.    They leave 
the final decision up to the mothers: 
One mother decides to give up her job as hor husband rashes (even 
though she doesn't t.ant to) so that she can all "vs be at home when 
the children come in. 
The other mother points out to her husband that the children arc 
being veil looked after, that she sees them at supper and at nj sht 
and that therefore,  since she likes working, she intends to continue 
„ her job. 
IF YOU 1ER& IN THI3 SITUATION   MICH TTOOID YOU DO? 
 I vould definitely give up the job 
 J "ould probably give up the job 
I i.-ould orobably continue at the job 
I would definitely continue at the job 
110- Jean's husband is in the insurance business and since their marriage 
she has been helping him with his paper vrork at the office. 
Lng joo Dci'orc sne was married,     ane wants 
voiy much to take this job because it"is work she enjoys and has been 
trained for and her husband's office work is tedious and uninteresting. 
I  r husband, however, would like for her to continue helping him because 
he fools that she has learned the ropes and has the best interests of 
the business at heart.    He doesn't want to have to train a new assistant 
and thinks that an "outsider" would never be as conscientious as Jean. 
He admits that strictly financially they would come out about even cither 
ray.    JJc leaves the final decision ur> to Jean, -./ho debates: 
Should she take the designing job because it is work that she 
especially likes and that would give her a greater sense of personal 
accomplishment? 
Or should she refuse the designing job and continue to help her 
husband since that would make things easier for him? 
IF YOU :7BRS II JZA:i'3 SITUATION   IHICH   .'OULJ YOU JO? 
 I would definitely take the designing job 
 I would probably take the designing job 
 I would probably continue helping my husband 
 I would definitely continue helping my husband 
_g_ Intervievrer's initials Case no. 
;r3. X is marriod and has two children beginning high school. 
After several years of serving on the local and state executive boards 
of the .UU- (Aicrican Assn. of University "'oucn) she has nov: boon 
sopoiatcd to tiic national executive committee of this organisation. 
s very proud of having rrorked her --ay up to this position and wants 
to ?.ccc")t it.    She is worried, however, over whether sic   shoul on 
at   'ould require, the major portion of hor time and nccessitrtc 
nt absenses from, home since she has her two high school a 
children to thin'; about.    She is financially able to hire a servant but 
she \rondcrs! 
Jhou?d she accept the position and hire a servant to relieve hor 
of some of hor home duties bocrusc she feels that she should pursue 
the ••or!" that shj is most interested in .and has shown herself to 
b<_ superior in? 
Or should she refuse the position (even though she would liko to 
have it) because  she feels she owes ib to her husband and children 
to devote the major portion of her tine   to them? 
IFIOU "./HIE El i'P.3. X«3  GITUATIOi' ViIICH 70ULD YOU DO? 
 1 -/ould definitely accept the position 
 I would probably accept the position 
 I would probably refuse the position 
 I would definitely refuse the position 
1?- •:rs, X ■ akes up t.dth a cold.    Her husband had been planning for them 
to so on a fishing trip together that day.    She does not    like to fish and 
she vould like to stay at home and get rid of her cold.    Her husband, how- 
ever, although ho •/.•ould understand, would be very disappointed if she didn't 
Co, for he enjoys talcing her on his infrequent fishing trips so much. 
'■rs. X debates: 
should she go with him      in order not to disappoint him even at 
the risk of gettiag a worse cold? 
Or should she stay at home and take care of herself and plan to go 
•1th him on his next trip? 
IF YOU   J2RE IN VRG.  X's  SITUATION '.7HICH ■.'OULD YOU .DO? 
 I vrould definitely go rath him 
 I vould probably go with him 
 I would probably stay at home 
 I •vould  definitely stav at home 
HO I TH3SE KEXT   qlJZSTIONS '..'ILL B:: A LITTJ.iJ DIFFiiRENT 
BUT THSRE CAN STILL BZ NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS 
. 
-9- Initi-.ls Case no 
Suppose that two events are scheduled for the  sarie hours at the college. 
One is a np.rty given by your dorm for the girls in another dorm and the other 
Lecture by a '..-ell knov/n person in your field. 
I7V0U HAD TO CHOOSE BET/SEN THESE EVENTS, 'JHICH flOUID YOU ATTEND? 
I would definitely attend the dorm party 
I would probably attend the dorm party 
"I vould probably attend the lecture 
I would definitely attend the lecture 
moose that in the college annual a little is -.ritten about each of 
the graduating seniors, 
!!aiy is described this way I "V.rith her efficiency and resourcefulness 
she rets things done. She makes honor grades and is going places in 
her field." 
Jane, another senior,  is described this '.'ays "She is poised and charm- 
ing and always pleasant to be with." 
H 0? FHESE GIRLS HAD YOU RATHER 3E LIKE? 
 I had definitely rather be like lary who is going places in her 
field. 
 I had probably rather be like Mary vho is going places in her field. 
 I had probably rather be like Jane v.-ho is always pleasant to be with, 
 I had definitely rather be like Jane v/ho is always pleasant to 
be \/ith, 
"Tith finals over and graduation day ahead, two seniors are looking back 
in their college life and begin talking about why they are glad they came 
to college. 
One girl says she is glad she came to college because she has learned 
sc much that will be of help to her in one way or another throughout 
life. 
The other girl says she is glad she came to college because of the won- 
derful friendships she has made and the good times she and her friends 
have had together, 
I? YOU '."ERE LOOKING BACK ON YOUR COLLEGE LIFE VHICH GIRL WOULD YOU I'OST 
:   '.TT!'? 
 I would definitely agree with the first girl who is glad she came 
to college because she learned so much 
 I would probably agree with the first girl v/ho is glad she cane to 
college because she learned so much 
 I would probably agree with the second girl vho is glad she came to 
college because of the wonderful friendships she made 
 I would definitely agree with the second girl v/ho is glad she owns 
to college because of the v/onderful friendships she m-->de 
-10- Interviewer' s initials Case no 
■ 
Two college girls arc planning to teach in elementary school, but 
;/ant to teach for somewhat difrercnt reasons. 
One girl says:  "I want to teach in elementary school because  I love 
Tittle children and they love their teachers.     It is so wonderfully 
satisfying the way they respond to you and appreciate every little 
I you do." 
other ''irl says:   "I want to teach in elementary school because 
education is a vital force in the world today and I want to be in 
round floor.     If children aren't taught to think early in 
the Game a higher education just won't  'take'  with them," 
pro] B TO TEACH IN ELEJ3HTARY SCHOOL - HICH GIRL'S 
' TMU TO TEACH v.OUL0 YOU MOST AGREE TTIHtt 
REASONS 
I would definitely agree with the first girl who wants to teach 
^because she loves little children and the way they respond to 
their teachers 
I would probably agree with the first girl who wants to teach 
"because "she loves little children and the way they respond to 
their teachers 
I would probably agree with the second girl who wants to teach 
"because she believes children should be trained to think early 
in the game 
I   ;ould definitely agree with the  second girl who wants to teach 
because she believes children should be trained to thirk early 
in the game 
Two college girls arc discussing their reasons for attending a 
"get-together" to which majors in their department have been invited by 
the same department in a nearby girls'  school. 
One girl says she is going because she likes to meet and mix with 
people.    She enjoys talking to them and just likes to be sociable. 
The other girl aaya she is going because she wants to talk "shop" 
Lth others in her field.    She wants to find out how their department 
differs from her own and perhaps learn something more about job 
opportunities in her field. 
IP YOU ./ERE Q0HW TO THIS GET-TOGETHER THICH GIRL'S R3AS0NS FOR GOIilG 
'.'OULD YOU 1,'OoT AGREE VITH? 
 I -.rould definitely agree with the first girl who is going because 
she likes being sociable. 
 I vould probably agree with the first girl who is going because 
she likes being sociable, . 
 I would orobablv agree with the second girl who is going in order 
to talk "shop"." , ,_ .   . 
 I would definitely agree with the second girl who is going in 
order to talk "shop". 
-11- 
Intervicvcr' 3 initials Case no 
Two collerc girls rrc pi-inning to be nurses in a large hospital. 
ThcY have some1.'hat different reasons, hovever, for choosing this occupation. 
i orcbably do not plan to be a nurse, but imagine for the moment 
you do) 
One girl wants to be a nurse because she thinks she vould enjoy her 
relationship with her patients. She feels that since nurses arc the 
most important people in the lives of hospitalized patients that 
nur:s:s are in a position to do so much to make them haopy and content 
and the p?tients in turn are so aopreciative of understanding and 
attentivo nurses. 
The other girl wants to be a nurse because she is interested in the 
medical field. She -.-ants to be in on the discus3ion of cases, vatch 
operations and in general participate as much as possible in the 
more strictly medical and technical asoccts of her job. 
IF YOU rANTED TO BE A NURSE, '.'NICH GIRL'S REASONS FOR CHOOSING THIS 
OCCUPATION fOULD YOU J.:03f AGREE v.rITH? 
I vould definitely agree with the first girl who thinks she v:ould 
enjoy her relationship with her patients 
 I v-ovld probably agree with the first girl who thinks she vould 
enjoy her relationship rath her patients 
I vould orobably agree rath the second girl vho is interested in 
"the more strictly medical aspects of the field 
I vould definitely agree vith the second girl who is interested 
"in the more strictly medical aspects of the field 
7-      Tv.'o girls in a dorm are discussing hov they feel about the girls on 
the hall dropoing in to visit with them. 
One girl says that she enjoys these visits up to a point, but that 
sometimes the girls come in just to make small talk when she is 
trying to get some vork done. Although she does stop and talk she 
says she can't help being eager to quit the small tall: and get back 
to vork. 
The other girl says that she loves for the girls to stop by anytime 
for a visit.    She says that it vould be a rare day indeed if she 
was so busy that she couldn't enjoy sharing some small talk vith the 
girls on the hall who stop by. 
IF YOU   (ERE IK THIS DISCUSSION   MICH GIRL V-'OULD YOU MST AGREE ./ITH? 
 I vrould definitely agree vdth the first girl vho says that some- 
times vhen the girls come in she can't help being eager to quit 
the small talk and get back to work. 
 I vould probably agree vdth the first girl vho says that sometimes 
when the girls come in she can't help being eager to quit the 
small talk and get back to vork. 
 I vrould probably agree vdth the second girl who says it vould be 
a rare day indeed if she was so busy that she couldn't enjoy 
sharing some small talk 
 I vould definitely agree vdth the second girl vho says it would bo 
a rare day indeed if she ma no bnay thnt rti*! oo'il4n't '-■n.i-.y 
sharing some small  talk 
-12- 
Intorvicvrer's initials Case no 
Pno college girls r,ct into a discussion about i/hy they like pooplc. 
One girl says she likes people bccau3o she lnkes to try to figure them 
out, analyze them. She says that you can learn a lot from people too, 
that you can never ret in books. 
The ether girl says that she doesn't hr.ve a "reason" for liking ocrople, 
3hc jui B  or cm,    She says she just enjoys people vrithout wanting 
to ar.'.iy'ze  then or learn from them. 
II'YOU .SJ-Z  I!'  rillS DISCU3SICN,  WHICH GF.L ".TOULD YOU J..CJT AGREE \:'ITHV 
I would dcfir.itclv agree rath the  first girl v/ho likes iconic bo- 
c.-nso oho likes to try to analyze th^m and 3earn from them 
I would orobably agree with the first girl who likes people bccav.se 
she likes to try to analyze them and learn from them 
I ■'•'ould orobably agree with the so cone girl who do:sn't have a 
reason for liking people,  she just enjovs them 
1 would definitely agree with the second girl v/ho doesn't have a 
reason for liking people,  she just enjoys them 
|j. Two girls arc planning to get  jobs as technicians in a large lab whore 
they 'rill bo working alongside of but not directly with other people.    They 
begin to talk abcut the other girls who -.111 also be working there. 
One girl says she hopes she likes the other girls,    ihe says she would 
not bo haopy at hor job unless she really liked the people she wa3 
wording alongside of and felt that they liked her. 
The other girl says that she can usually get along vrith anybody if 
necessary and that as long as she liked her work it would not matter 
a great deal to hor how she felt about the other girls. 
17 YOU • 'JSZ FLAKNING TO  BE A LAB TECHI'ICIAI!,    /"HIGH GIRL'S ATTITUDE 'fOULb 
KN ;03T AGREE   .TTII? 
 I would definitely agroe vrith the first girl who says she vrould 
not be hapwy at her job unless she really liked the other girls 
 I would probably agree vrith the first girl v/ho says she vrould not 
bo happy at her job unless she really liked the other girls 
 I roula probably agree vrith the second girl v/ho says that as long 
as she liked her work it r/ould not matter a great deal to hor how 
she felt about the other girls 
 I vrould definitely agree with the second girl who says that as long 
as she liked her work it vrould not matter a great deal to her hou 
she felt about the other girls 
-13- 
Interviewcr's initials Case no 
., Tiro girls are planning to go to Europe next summer.    They have somc- 
vrhat different reasons, however, for wanting to go. 
One girl say3 she wonts to 30 to Eurooe in order to learn about pre- 
sent conditions over there and to find out more about Europe in 
general.    She sovs that traveling is one of the best learning o:por- 
ier.ces anyone could have. 
The other girl s-vys she intends to learn froin her trip too,  but that 
traveling for her would mean mainly pleasure.    3hc wants to meet 
some of the people and just drink it all in. 
p YOU "ERE PIAN1HNQ TO GO TO EUROPE "MICH GIRL'D R2A30!'3 TOR  WANTING TO GO 
."OULD YUU 1 OST AGREE   -ITU? 
 I would definitely agree rath the first girl who wants to go to 
Europe to find out about present conditions over there raid to 
learn more about Europe in general 
  I --ould orobably agree with the first girl ".:ho -.rants to go to 
Europe to find out about present conditions over there and to 
learn more about Europe in genoral 
 I would probably agree with the second girl who wanta to go to 
Europe in order to learn but mainly because she would enjoy it. 
I would definitely agree with the second girl who wants to go 
to Europe in order to learn but mainly because she vrould enjoy it 
111- Tiro colic ere girls get to talking one day about What they want their 
children to be like.    They have somewhat different ways of thinking about it: 
One girl Bays*   "".hen I think about what I want in children I think 
about what I want them to be like as adults.    I want them to learn 
the meaning of discipline — that they can't have everything thoy want 
or do everything they want*    Only if they learn this will they be 
able to make something of themselves when they are grown.•' 
The other girl says: "I want a couple of nice kids who arc sweet and 
cheerful and make us happy, I don't hink children should be allowed 
to run completely wild, but childhood is a time for play and getting 
a kick out of things .and I don't want my children to miss out on it." 
I? YOU '.ERE IN THIS DI3CUSSI0N THIGH GIRL '."OULD YOU K03T AGREE   .TTH? 
 I would definitely agree with the first girl who wants her children 
to learn the meaning of discipline 
 I would probably agree with the first girl who wants her children 
to learn the meaning of discipline 
 I would probably agree with the second girl who wants her children 
to get a kick out of things in childhood 
 I would definitely agree with the  second girl who wants her Children 
to get a kick out of things in childhood 
-11.- 
Int c rviei ,-c r' s init ial s Caue no 
It is late at night 2nd the conversation is getting serious.    T-ro 
college girls'   conversation turns to a very general subject -which you migh t 
call their "philosophy of life" 
One girl says:  "I believe that throughout life a person should always 
set higher and higher goals for herself and strive to attain them. 
She should take advantage of her opportunities and try to make some- 
thing of herself." 
The other girl says:   "I think too much emphasis is put on striving 
for goals.    To re life was put here to he enjoyed and appreciated. 
One should get pleasure out of living, not work at it.    Life is so 
»rt and so few people really appreciate its offerings." 
I? I0U 'BS2 Li THIS DISCUSSION ,/HICH GIRL JDULD YOU MOST AGREE V.ITH? 
 I .-ould definitely agree vrith the first girl r.tto thinks a person 
should always set higher and higher goals for herself and strive 
to attain the-.. 
 I would probably agree idth the first girl who thinks a person 
should always set higher and higher goals for herself and strive 
to attain them 
 I vrould probably agree with the second girl   rho thinks life -was 
nut here to be enjoyed and. appreciated. 
 I -,,'ould definitely agree -.rith the second girl who thinks life 
was put here to be enjoyed and appreciated. 
[Please check to see if you have answered all the questions up to here) 
HCT7 IF YOU '.(ILL GIVE THIS  BACK. TO THE INTERVIETER,   SHE   ,'II.L ASK YOU A FEZ 
IAI   1JJESTIOIIS, 
-15- 
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C33TKWS TO BS ASKED BY THE TiITZRVE-'SR    (Instructions to Interviewer aro in 
parentheses) 
-_ hat arc the three clubs or organizations on campus that you devote- the most 
tine to? 
jo you hold MI office in an;' of these clubs?    If so, what office? 
Approximately how many hours  a week do you devote to each of these organizations' 
r'.x of club or organization Office hold 
if any 
Approx, 
hrs, per -..- 
RE   R     :.    :   JJS3TION3 AEOUT YOUR PUTURE PLAliS ~ FIRST A RATHER GENERAL ONE 
IT   3 the follow Lon exactly as printed here) 
I- >" to think of rigs you hope to do in life.    Nov.' what is the one 
thing you hope to do that rrould bring you the greatest ceneo of self satiofactioi 
(Record her answer vrord for word, nutting probes in parentheses) 
Do you feel that doing this rrauld be enough to brin?; you a complete sense of 
self satisfaction? (If she says ''no", ask:) "Ihat else? 
Do you feel that doing   these two things vrauld be enough to bring you complete 
self satisfaction? (If she says "no", ask-)   /hat else? 
3013 0? THESE NEXT  JJESTIONS   IY COVER THINGS YOU HAVE ALREADY SAID, CUT ;E 
R
AI!T 
-;;YOU ABOUT EET SPECIFICALLY. 
> suppose you wore married and had no children.    You and •"'our husband agree that 
his income is adequate to support you and oven to put some money aside. Under 
those circun-.etri.nccs, which of the follovring activities, besides housework, 
had you rather devote most of your time to:  (Check or.ly one) 
1 part time  Job outside of the homo 
2_ full tir Lc of the home 
3 c - and/or church work 
k an active social life 
•>_ doing things  at homo  that especially interest mo _ __ 
(If she chooses the last one,  askO   /hat sort of things? 
-16- Intorvicwcr' a Initials Caso no 
If all conditions '.-ore ideal, exactly what occupation would you roally like to have? 
(if she says "mother" or "housovrifo" record, and then ask,  "Besides this do 
vou have any money ranking job in mind that you would roally like to have?") 
:11, that is the job you would like if all conditions were ideal, nor; --hit 
lion are you realistically hoping for? 
(if she says "mother" or "housewife" record,  then ask for money making job) 
t her to be as specific as oossible) 
(If the first job mentionod is different from the second  job,   asks) 
hy don't you expect to have the first job you mentioned? 
(record answer word for "ord, if only one reason is given ask for others) 
.- .    nssume that you are going to get married and are going to have children, 
Iso assume that you would not absolutely have to work at any time in order 
to help support the family*    Hen/ tell re   at which of the following tines you 
irould like to have a full time paying job outside of V.-c home, 
(Check as many times as necessary) 
 nftor you are married and before you have children 
 after your children arc old enough to go to school 
 after your children got in high school 
 after your children leave homo for college, marriage, or jobs 
 don't want a full time job at any time after marriage 
6-About how many children do you think you would like t o have?  
-   aid you tell me what your main reasons for having children would be? 
this is the last question.    As you think back over this questionnaire which 
one of your parents do you feel your ideas and attitudes are most like. 
(Try to get her to decide between mother  and father) 
 mot]   r 
 father 
 no it her 
"""both 
,;! 
